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About Whole30® Certified Coaching

Thank you for your interest in becoming a Whole30® Certified Coach! Our Coaches are among the best
assets of the Whole30® program.

The Whole30® Certified Coach program was developed in 2017 by Melissa Urban and the team at
Whole30® Headquarters as a way to recognize and empower exceptional “veteran” Whole30®
participants who wanted to deepen and formalize their relationship with us by helping others to change
their health, habits, and relationship with food. As part of the extended Whole30® team, our Certified
Coaches have access to our assets, including training materials, business support videos, and resource
guides.

Currently, we have more than 200 active Whole30® Coaches across 40 of the United States and 15
countries. These Coaches - your future colleagues - come from a wide variety of backgrounds, including
professional backgrounds. Some are medical and fitness professionals, while others come to Whole30
with a “day job” that’s unrelated to health - they’re teachers, attorneys, and engineers. If you are deeply
passionate about Whole30 and want to share that with others, you belong here.

Like you, each of those Coaches began their journey with us by submitting an application and passing
a multiple-choice test, which is the first of 4 Tracks you’ll need to successfully complete before you are
a Whole30® Certified Coach. The application and testing process takes approximately 12 weeks.

We accept applications during a limited number of time windows each year, to help prepare our Coaches
for "official" rounds of Whole30 in January and September.  This way, you are matched with a cohort of
other Coaches who are starting their businesses at the same time, which helps deliver onboarding
education tailored specifically to you, which we think helps maximize your future success.

If your application is accepted, you’ll be invited to pay the $1000 certification fee and begin Track 1.

Track 1 Test Overview

Track 1, like all 4 Tracks of the testing process, will be open for 1 week (7 days) during the testing process.
You may repeat Track 1 as needed during that window, but you must complete each attempt in a single
sitting. We expect the test to take you 60-90 minutes to complete.

The Whole30® Certified Coach Track 1 test was revised in 2021 to ensure that it accurately reflects the
breadth of the Whole30® program (including Reintroduction and Food Freedom), the Whole30® mission
and ethos, and the realistic experience of being a Coach.

It contains 70 questions divided into the following topic sections:

● Whole30® History and Philosophy (8 questions)
● “Science-y Stuff” (18 questions)
● Rules and Recommendations (25 questions)
● Case Studies (6 questions)
● Reintroduction (6 questions)
● Food Freedom (4 questions)
● Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion at Whole30® (3 questions)



A passing grade is 80%. (You must answer 56 of the 70 questions correctly.)

All 4 Tracks (including the Track 1 test) are administered through a Dashboard on coach.whole30.com, so
a reliable internet connection will be required for completing the test.

Again, the test is untimed, meaning you may take as long as you need to complete it, but you may not
save your answers and come back later. You must complete it in one sitting.

Track 1 Test Study Resources

We utilized the following resources in developing the test, and we strongly encourage you to review
them all in detail before you begin your testing process.

If you are unable to buy or borrow the Whole30® books listed in this study guide, please contact Autumn
Michaelis, Whole30® Certified Coaching Program Manager (autumn@whole30.com), to be considered
for a resource scholarship. It is central to the Whole30® mission that our resources be equitably available
to everyone.

We consider Track 1 to be an “open book” test. We don’t expect you to have all of the information
memorized, although you should have mastered the Rules and Recommendations. The goal of this test is
to mimic what it’s like to be a Whole30® Certified Coach: you should be an expert on where to find
information quickly and how to accurately interpret or apply it for your clients.

As you study for this test, we strongly recommend that you read (or re-read) It Starts With Food and the
original The Whole30 book. (It’s also a good idea to have them for reference during the test.) We also
recommend perusing the blogs, PDFs, and other resources on Whole30.com; many of the ones we used
in developing the test are listed below. Many candidates have found it helpful to use color-coded tabs in
their books to help them quickly reference various sections (like “Reintroduction” or “Building your
Whole30® Plate”).

A word on specific food products: while there is only one question on this test that references a
brand-name product, there are many that reference ingredient names. We recognize that location can
affect the availability of (and therefore your familiarity with) certain products, but the goal of
product-related questions isn’t to test your recall of specific brands by name. Rather, the goal of those
questions is to test the crucial Whole30 Coaching skill of being able to research and verify product
compatibility, just as you’ll need to do when clients ask you about new foods.  Again, please feel free to
use your references, including our website, during the exam as needed.

Please also be aware that there is a difference between an item that is Whole30® compatible, meaning
its ingredients are all allowed by the Whole30®Rules, and one that is Whole30® Approved, meaning that
the brand has gone through the official certification process to partner with us and received our stamp
of approval for use on a Whole30®. It’s important for a Whole30® Certified Coach to know the
difference!

mailto:autumn@whole30.com


Books

● It Starts With Food
● The Whole30®
● Food Freedom Forever

Blog Posts

● The Science Behind Whole30®’s Success
● Whole30® 101: The Official "Can I Have..." Guide to the Whole30®
● Reintroduction: The Whole30® Program
● Whole30® Pre-Workout and Post-Workout Meals, with Renaissance Periodization
● 5 Reasons to Break Up With Your Scale
● Whole30® 101: Can I Whole30® During My Pregnancy?
● Introducing "The Pancake Rule"
● NEW Whole30® Rule: Whole30® Compatible Extracts
● Dear Melissa: Is There Such A Thing as Too Much Fat on Whole30®?
● What Is Food Freedom?
● The Food Freedom Forever FAQ
● The Future of Whole30® Approved

Document Downloads and Webpage Resources

● Whole30® Starter Kit Downloads
● Whole30® Resources: Non-Scale Victories (checklist)
● Whole30® Resources: Common Additives - A Cheat Sheet
● Whole30® Resources: Sneaky Sugars - Practice Your Label Reading
● Whole30® Resources: Meal Planning - Making Healthy Meals Easy
● Whole30® Resources: Shopping List -  Egg & Nightshade Free
● Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion at Whole30®: Our Community Statement and Goals
● Whole30® Approved Program
● Whole30® Forum Discussion on Communion (religious considerations)

Track 1 Section-By-Section Study Guide

Whole30® History and Philosophy

This section contains 8 questions and focuses primarily on 2 areas: the co-creation of Whole30®
by Melissa Urban, and the core ideas that underlie why specific foods are eliminated during a
Whole30®. Some of these questions indirectly involve knowledge of the Whole30® Rules, but
most of them call for knowledge of the “why” behind those requirements. We encourage you to
carefully review Parts 1 through 4 of It Starts With Food (especially Part 1 and Part 2). The
Whole30® Essentials tab on the main website will also be a great resource as you “brush up” on
your Whole30® Philosophy.

https://whole30.com/itstartswithfood/
https://whole30.com/whole30book/
https://whole30.com/foodfreedom/
https://whole30.com/the-science-behind-whole30s-success/
https://whole30.com/the-official-can-i-have-guide-to-the-whole30/
https://whole30.com/reintroduction/
https://whole30.com/whole30-pre-workout-post-workout/#:~:text=Components%3A%20Your%20pre%2Dworkout%20meal,eaten%20every%203%2D5%20hours.
https://whole30.com/repost-break-up-with-your-scale/
https://whole30.com/whole30-pregnancy/
https://whole30.com/the-pancake-rule/#:~:text=The%20Pancake%20Rule%3A%20An%20Exact%20Definition&text=Basically%2C%20we're%20calling%20out,dense%20food%20off%20your%20plate
https://whole30.com/whole30-extracts/
https://whole30.com/dear-melissa-is-there-such-a-thing-as-too-much-fat-on-whole30
https://whole30.com/my-food-freedom/
https://whole30.com/fff-faq/
https://whole30.com/future/
https://whole30.com/pdf-downloads/
https://whole30.com/downloads/whole30-nsv.pdf
https://whole30.com/downloads/additives.pdf
https://whole30.com/downloads/whole30-sugar.pdf
https://whole30.com/downloads/whole30-meal-planning.pdf
https://whole30.com/downloads/book-shopping-list-egg-nightshade.pdf
https://whole30.com/dei/
https://whole30.com/whole30-approved/
https://forum.whole30.com/topic/1886-communion/


“Science-y Stuff”

This section is new to the 2021 version of the test, and it can be challenging – but we heard from
current Whole30® Coaches that it was something they felt was missing from earlier versions!
Understanding why and how the Whole30® works is crucial, especially when you’re explaining it
to prospective participants who might be Questioners (see Gretchen Rubin’s Four Tendencies,
which is a great framework to help future Whole30® Coaches understand themselves, their
Coach colleagues, and their clients better)! This section of the test is one of the longest, with 18
questions. We’ll be honest: most of the questions come directly from It Starts With Food, Parts 1
through 4 (especially Part 3 and 4). Clicking through some of the Whole30® Blog entries as you
study is also a good idea.

Whole30® Rules and Recommendations

This section is – you guessed it! – the “meat and vegetables” of the Track 1 test. It contains the
highest number of questions (25). Some of them are simple, where we’re just asking you to
recall a specific Whole30® Rule. Others are harder; in those, we ask you to apply the Rule or
interpret its meaning in context. We created the questions in this section using a variety of
sources, all of which are listed above in the Track 1 Test Study Resources section. It Starts With
Food is always a good, well, starting point; we recommend reviewing Chapters 19 through 21.
We also recommend carefully working through articles from the Blog, which you can find on the
Whole30 Essentials tab at our website. Don’t forget topics like Additives and Extracts, Meal
Planning, and the ever-popular “Can I Have?” page – and don’t forget to do a little research
about the difference between Rules and Recommendations. (That’s a common source of
mistakes on the test.) The questions in this section aren’t designed to trick you, but they do
require more broad knowledge than some of the other sections on the test, so we recommend
exploring the website fully!

Reintroduction

As you know, Reintroduction is the second (very crucial) phase of Whole30®! Knowing,
understanding, and emphasizing the importance of this process is part of being a successful
Whole30® Coach. The test contains 6 questions on this topic. To study for this portion, check out
our website and look carefully at the Reintroduction section; it’s right there under the Whole30®
Essentials tab. You can also check out Chapter 19 of It Starts With Food!

Case Studies

The Case Studies section of the test contains 6 questions, and most closely represents what it’s
like to be a Whole30® Certified Coach! You might not know every single fact at a moment’s
notice, but part of being successful as a Coach is knowing where to look and how to apply both
Rules and Recommendations. The questions in this section were written on a variety of topics,
but they primarily focus on Rules, Recommendations, and Reintroduction. The “Can I Have?...”
guide listed under Track 1 Test Study Resources above is also a good article to reference as you
study. We’d also recommend reviewing articles from the Whole30 Blog about clients with
autoimmune diseases, clients who are pregnant, and clients who exercise.

Food Freedom



Food Freedom is, ultimately, the point of completing a Whole30® (including Reintroduction). In
fact, it’s so important that our co-creator, Melissa Urban, wrote a whole book about it: Food
Freedom Forever. Many of our Whole30® Certified Coaches offer Food Freedom packages and
courses to their clients. As you study, you might consider searching the Whole30® website for
“food freedom” and perusing the articles there. There’s a “Food Freedom Forever FAQ” article,
and well as one called “What is Food Freedom?,” just to name a few.

Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion at Whole30®

If you’ve been part of the Whole30® community for awhile, you’ve undoubtedly seen Melissa
Urban’s statements on the importance of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) to our company
culture. As a Coach representing the Whole30® to future clients, knowledge of our position on
those topics – and a commitment to upholding them in your Whole30® business – is essential.
There are only 3 DEI questions on the multiple-choice test, but there will be others in the Track 2
essays, where you will be given an opportunity to address your own thoughts in more depth. As
you study, we suggest starting with Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion at Whole30®: Our Community
Statement and Goals.

What Happens Next?

Remember, a passing grade on the Track 1 test is 80%. (You must answer 56 of the 70 questions
correctly.)

If you don’t pass the first time, don’t fret; the test will remain open throughout the designated 1 week
window, and you may attempt it again. (Although remember that each attempt must be completed in a
single sitting.) We encourage you to contact us if you are unable to pass the test after 3 attempts, so we
can assist you in identifying a path forward.

When you pass Track 1, you’ll receive your results (pass/fail). The following week, the next track (Track 2)
will automatically appear on your coach.whole30.com dashboard (and we’ll send you an email letting
you know the Track 2 window has opened). As with Track 1, you’ll have a week to complete Tracks 2, 3,
and 4. Here is a preview of what the other Tracks entail:

● Track 2: 15 short essay questions. In Track 2, 15 essay questions will be posted to your
dashboard at coach.whole30.com. We strongly prefer detailed responses of at least 250 words
to each question. These prompts allow you to showcase your Whole30® knowledge and
experience, giving us insight as to how you would handle real-life situations with your clients
as a Whole30® Certified Coach.  Completing this track will likely take you about 60-90
minutes, so please plan accordingly. Like Track 1, it is web-based, so a reliable internet
connection is required. For this track, though (unlike Track 1), you can save your answers and
come back later to finish them. Please note that we strongly encourage you to copy and paste
into a Word document any answers you’ve composed but not submitted, just to be safe. There
is no timer.

● Track 3: Special project. In this phase of certification, you’ll create a Whole30® resource to
share with your clients and our Whole30® community. Your project can take the form of a PDF
resource for download, a video explanation or demonstration of a specific recipe or topic, a
written article about the Whole30®, or any other method by which you wish to demonstrate

https://whole30.com/dei/
https://whole30.com/dei/


your Whole30® knowledge. Be creative! You can start by Googling “Whole30 Coach free
resources” to see what’s out there, like the 11 Reasons to Hire a Whole30 Coach article or the
free visual resources developed by a current Whole30® Certified Coach here. If you are unsure
whether your project is appropriate, please email Autumn Michaelis, Whole30 Coaching
Program Manager (autumn@whole30.com), for feedback prior to creating your project. You
may begin working on this project at any point during your testing process, but there will be a
designated week to submit it for review.

● Track 4: Interview. In the final phase of your Whole30® Certified Coach onboarding process,
you’ll complete a virtual interview via an email link. (The link is sent after you successfully
complete Track 3.) Your interview will be viewed by Autumn Michaelis, Whole30® Certified
Coaching Program Manager, and Melissa Schmidt, Whole30® Director of Coaching Operations.
This interview is a chance for us to know you better as a person and get a sense of how you
plan to build your business as a Whole30® Certified Coach. The interview includes 6
questions. Some examples of interview questions are:
○ Why do you want to become a Whole30 certified Coach?
○ Share a challenging experience you've had while coaching someone through the

Whole30, and explain how you helped them.
○ There is a public misconception that the Whole30 is a "fad," a "diet," and "extreme."

How would you help us change this perception?

Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) About Certification

This document is intended mostly as a Study Guide for Track 1 and a preview of Tracks 2-4, although
we do address some common testing-related questions here. For more information about the overall
certification process and building your Whole30 Certified Coach business, please consult this page
(especially the FAQs at the bottom!).

● How long do I have to complete the certification process?

Once your application is accepted, you’ll begin a time-specific testing process. It’s almost
like a school course! Applicants in your cohort will take each of the 4 Tracks at the same
time, starting with Track 1. So the Track 1 test will be open for 1 week, and you’ll be able
to repeat it as many times as you need to during that period. At the end of the week, if
you pass, Track 2 will open. You’ll have 1 week to complete Track 2…and so on, through
Track 4.

The entire application and testing process takes approximately 12 weeks. We accept
applications during a limited number of time windows each year, to help prepare our
Coaches for "official" rounds of Whole30 in January and September.

Tracks 1, 2, and 4 should take you 60-90 minutes to complete; each attempt at Track 1
must be completed in one sitting and a computer with a reliable internet connection is
required for all tracks. Track 3 (the special project) may take longer and will likely not be
completed in one sitting.

● What happens if I don’t pass one of the Tracks?

For most prospective Coaches, the Track 1 multiple choice exam is the most difficult
portion of the certification process. You can attempt Track 1 as many times as you like

https://whole30.com/whole30-coach-reasons/
https://www.whole30coachbrenda.com/whole30/
mailto:autumn@whole30.com
https://coach.whole30.com/join-team/
https://coach.whole30.com/join-team/#faqs


during the open testing window, but if you are still struggling with Track 1 after 3
attempts, please contact us (autumn@whole30.com or melissa.schmidt@whole30.com)
so we can help you identify a path forward.

For Track 2, the most common error is not responding to the essay questions in enough
depth. We encourage you to provide as much information and insight as you can. This is
our chance to see how you’d respond to a client when you’re a Coach, so please keep that
in mind. If we feel more information is needed, we’ll ask you to re-compose your
answers.

Tracks 3 and 4 are intended to demonstrate your plans as a Coach - in other words, what
your business might look like. We will give feedback and ask questions as needed. These
tracks are less about “pass” or “fail,” and more about showcasing your passion for
Whole30 and your plans as a Coach.

● Can I get a refund?

Each track of the testing process is open for 1 week, and you can repeat it as many times
as needed within that week. If you happen to fail during any of the 4 tracks, you have 2
options: (1) you can wait and test during the next application window, or (2) you can
request a refund, minus a 25% administrative fee.

If you do request a refund after failing a track, you will need to wait 6 months before
applying to become a Coach again for time to study, reconnect with the community, and
have more practice helping others through the Whole30.

● What are the benefits of being a Whole30 Certified Coach?

Only Whole30 Certified Coaches are legally permitted to charge for guiding someone through a
Whole30, which means you alone will have the opportunity to build a new business or add
Whole30 Coaching to your current business offerings! Additionally, coaches receive:

● Ongoing education. We pride ourselves on educating our coaches not only on
Whole30-specific topics, but on other related topics that boost their potential success
as businesspeople. For new Coaches, this starts with an 8-week New Coach Welcome
Pod led by existing Whole30 Certified Coaches. They give you an overview of
everything from how to communicate with clients to the advertising methods that
have worked best for them. Ongoing Coach education includes sessions on PR,
advertising, social media photography, client learning styles, and more. We offer live
webinars on these topics and also include recordings on our Coach Dashboard for
later access (and education credit). We also support you through monthly newsletters
and an annual meeting of Whole30 Coaches (called Summit).

● Community building. Our Coaches love being connected to like-minded people of all
backgrounds; they consistently report that their live and virtual interactions with
Coach colleagues, where they “talk shop,” are among their most inspiring moments.
To keep this connection alive even in the moments when we’re apart, we have a
private Slack group for Coaches that also includes Whole30 HQ staff like co-creator
Melissa Urban and Registered Dietician Steph Greunke.

mailto:autumn@whole30.com
mailto:melissa.schmidt@whole30.com


● Brand partnerships. As you know, Whole30 has more than 200 Whole30 Approved
brand partners who love connecting and collaborating with Whole30 Certified
Coaches about their products and services. These relationships are both casual and
formal, and they can provide a strong tie for your Coaching business.

● Marketing exposure. As a small business owner, it can sometimes feel like it’s hard to
get people to see you!We offer online directories (check out “Find A Coach” on the
Whole30 homepage), event advertising for our coaches, and opportunities to
participate in social media “takeovers” of the Whole30 accounts write blog posts on
the Whole30 website, all of which increase your brand exposure. We also share
information about the Coaching program regularly in our main Whole30 newsletters
and across our social media channels.


